A multi-cell battery in which a plurality of electrochemical cells are disposed in a battery case. The battery case includes one or more partitions which divide the interior of the case into a plurality of cell compartments that house the electrochemical cells. The battery case includes at least one gas channel have a tortuous pathway designed to trap electrolyte which may escape from the cell compartments. A unique battery terminal may be molded into the battery case.
MULTI-CELL BATTERY ASSEMBLY

GOVERNMENT RIGHTS

[0001] The U.S. Government has a paid-up license in the present invention and the right in limited circumstances to require the patent owner to license others on reasonable terms as provided for by the terms of a contract number DAAE07010007 awarded by the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive and Armaments Command.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The instant invention relates generally to improvements in rechargeable high performance batteries, modules and packs. Specifically, the invention relates to multi-cell, monoblock batteries.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Rechargeable nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) batteries are used in a variety of industrial and commercial applications such as fork lifts, golf carts, uninterruptable power supplies, pure electric vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles. Vehicular applications include applications related to propulsion as well as applications related to starting, lighting and ignition ("SLI"). The Ovonic Battery Company ("OBC") has developed high energy and high power nickel-metal hydride batteries for many different applications. Extensive research has been conducted by OBC scientists and engineers in improving all aspects of battery operation.

[0004] One aspect of battery operation that is particularly important for electric vehicle and hybrid vehicle applications is that of thermal management. In both electric and hybrid vehicle applications individual electrochemical cells are bundled together in close proximity. Many cells are both electrically and thermally coupled together. Therefore, the nickel-metal hydride batteries used in these applications may generate significant heat during operation. Sources of heat are primarily threefold. First, ambient heat due to the operation of the vehicle in hot climates. Second, resistive or IrR heating on charge and discharge, where I represents the current flowing into or out of the battery and R is the resistance of the battery. Third, a tremendous amount of heat is generated during overcharge due to gas recombination.

[0005] While issues regarding heat dissipation are generally common to all electrical battery systems, they are particularly important to nickel-metal hydride battery systems. This is because Ni-MH has a high specific energy and the charge and discharge currents are also high. Second, because Ni-MH has an exceptional energy density (i.e. the energy is stored very compactly) heat dissipation is more difficult than, for example, lead-acid batteries. This is because the surface-area to volume ratio is much smaller than lead-acid, which means that while the heat being generated is much greater for Ni-MH batteries than for lead acid, the heat dissipation surface is reduced.

[0006] In addition, while the heat generated during charging and discharging Ni-MH batteries is normally not a problem in small consumer batteries however, larger batteries (particularly when more than one is used in series or in parallel) generate sufficient heat on charging and discharging to affect the ultimate performance of the battery.


[0008] Thus, there exists a need in the art for a battery design which reduces the overall weight thereof and incorporates the necessary thermal management needed for successful operation in electric and hybrid vehicles, without reducing its energy storage capacity or power output. One such battery design is a monoblock battery. An example of a monoblock battery is provided in U.S. Pat. No. 5,356,735 to Meadows et al, which is incorporated by reference herein. Another example is provided in U.S. Pat. No. 6,255,015 to Corrigan et al, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein. Another example is provided in U.S. Pat. No. 6,255,015 to Gow et al, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein. The present invention is directed to a additional improvements for battery cases.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] Disclosed herein is a multi-cell battery, comprising: a battery case including one or more partitions dividing the interior of the case into a plurality of compartments; and a plurality of electrochemical cells disposed within the case, the battery case comprising a gas channel transporting cell gas from at least two of the compartments to a gas vent, the gas channel having a tortuous flow path.

[0010] Also disclosed herein is a battery, comprising: a battery case including a positive battery terminal and a negative battery terminal, the terminals being molded into the battery case, each of the terminals having a corresponding longitudinal axis, each of the terminals adapted to prevent rotation about its longitudinal axis, each of the terminals adapted to prevent movement parallel to its longitudinal axis; and at least one electrochemical cell disposed in the case.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] FIG. 1A is a three-dimensional view of an embodiment of a monoblock battery case of the present invention showing both the container and the lid;

[0012] FIG. 1B is a three-dimensional view of the a container for a monoblock battery case shown in FIG. 1A;

[0013] FIG. 2A is a top view of an embodiment of a monoblock battery of the present invention having cell partitions substantially parallel to the side walls of the container;

[0014] FIG. 2B is a top view of an embodiment of a monoblock battery of the present invention having a set of cell partitions substantially parallel to the end walls of the container and a set of cell partitions substantially parallel to the side walls of the container;

[0015] FIG. 3 is a top view of a fixed partition integrally formed with the container side walls as a one-piece construction;

[0016] FIG. 4 is a side view of a fixed partition integrally formed with the container bottom as a one-piece construction;

[0017] FIG. 5A is a side view of a monoblock container showing an arrangement of fixed and insertable partitions;

[0018] FIG. 5B is a side view of a monoblock container showing an alternate arrangement of fixed and insertable partitions;
FIG. 5C is an embodiment of the monoblock container showing an arrangement of fixed divider partitions and insertable coolant partitions;

FIG. 5D is an embodiment of the monoblock container showing an alternate arrangement of fixed divider partitions and insertable coolant partitions;

FIG. 6 is a planar view of a monoblock container bottom which includes inlets and outlets for coolant channels;

FIG. 7 is a view of a coolant partition showing the path of coolant flow through the coolant partition;

FIG. 8A is an exploded view of an embodiment of the monoblock battery case of the present invention showing the container, the lid and side wall cover plates;

FIG. 8B is a three-dimensional view of the monoblock container from FIG. 8A showing the partitions;

FIG. 8C is a three-dimensional view of the monoblock container from FIG. 8A showing the container bottom;

FIG. 8D is a cross-sectional view of the monoblock container shown in FIG. 8A, showing the flow of coolant through a cooling partition;

FIG. 8E is a cross-sectional view of the monoblock container shown in FIG. 8A, showing the cooling channels within the coolant partitions;

FIG. 9A is a top view of the monoblock container showing the flow of coolant through the container in a series flow configuration;

FIG. 9B is a top view of the monoblock container showing the flow of coolant through the container in a parallel flow configuration;

FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view of an embodiment of the monoblock battery of the present invention showing the electrical interconnections between the partitions as well as the common gas region;

FIG. 11 is a top view of an embodiment of the monoblock battery of the present invention showing serial electrical coupling between the electrochemical cells;

FIG. 12 is a side cross-sectional view of a portion of the monoblock container showing electrical interconnects with protrusions;

FIG. 13 is a top view of an embodiment of a monoblock battery of the present invention showing parallel electrical coupling between the electrochemical cells;

FIG. 14 is a side view of an embodiment of a monoblock battery of the present invention, showing a specially designed lid that includes a common gas region;

FIG. 15A is a three-dimensional view of the lid shown in FIG. 14 that shows the common gas compartment on the top of the lid;

FIG. 15B is a three-dimensional view of the lid shown in FIG. 14 that shows the gas channels on the bottom of the lid;

FIG. 16A is an exploded view of an embodiment of the monoblock battery case of the present invention showing the container, the lid and side wall cover plates;

FIG. 16B is a three-dimensional view of the monoblock container from FIG. 16A showing the partitions;

FIG. 16C is side view of the monoblock container shown in FIG. 16B, showing a side wall of the container;

FIG. 16D is a side view of the monoblock container shown in FIG. 16B, showing a side wall opposite to that shown in FIG. 16C;

FIG. 16E is a horizontal cross-sectional view of the monoblock container of FIG. 16B showing the flow of coolant through the container in a series flow configuration;

FIG. 17A is a three-dimensional view of an embodiment of a battery terminal of the present invention;

FIG. 17B is a cross-sectional view parallel to the longitudinal axis of the battery terminal of FIG. 17A;

FIG. 17C is a cross-sectional view perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the battery terminal of FIG. 17A;

FIG. 18A is a cross-sectional view of an embodiment of a battery terminal of the present invention;

FIG. 18B is an alternate cross-sectional view of the battery terminal of FIG. 18A;

FIG. 18C is a cross-sectional view showing how the terminal of FIG. 18A sits within an end wall of a battery container.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION**

The present invention is directed to a multi-cell monoblock battery. The monoblock battery comprises a plurality of electrochemical cells that are disposed in a specially designed battery case referred to herein as a “monoblock case”. Preferably, the monoblock case of the present invention is formed of a non-conductive material. Examples of materials which may be used include a plastic material and a ceramic material. Specific materials that could be used are presented in U.S. Pat. No. 5,800,945, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein.

FIG. 1A is an embodiment of a monoblock case of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 1A, the monoblock case 100 includes a monoblock container 102 and a lid 104 for the container. One or more end plates 103 may be used to provide additional structural support.

The monoblock container includes a plurality of walls and a container bottom. Referring to FIG. 1B, it is seen that the embodiment of the monoblock container 102 has four walls. Two opposite walls of the container are referred to as “side walls” 113 and two are referred to as “end walls” 115. Preferably, the end walls are the walls of the container that are substantially parallel to the electrode plates of the electrochemical cells positioned inside the container.

Referring again to FIG. 1B, it is seen that the end walls 115 of the container 102 may be specially designed to minimize bulging of the end walls and to insure that the electrochemical cells are held within the cell compartments under a uniform compression. As shown in FIG. 1B, the end walls 115 may be formed as a rectangular honeycomb to provide additional structural support.

The monoblock container of the present invention includes one or more cell partitions which divide the interior of the container into a plurality of cell compartments. In the embodiment of the container shown in FIG. 1B, the monoblock container includes a plurality of cell partitions 107, 109 which divide the interior of the container (and hence, the interior of the case 100) into cell compartments 105. A cell compartment 105 may be defined by the region between two of the cell partitions, or by the region between a cell partition and an end wall. In one embodiment of the invention, the cell partitions may be substantially planar and plate-like in form.

In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1B, the cell partitions 107, 109 are oriented substantially parallel to the end walls 115. However, in an alternate embodiment of the invention, it is possible that the cell partitions be positioned so that they are substantially parallel to the side walls of the container. FIG. 2A shows a monoblock container 202A with electrode plate stack 280 (substantially parallel to the end walls 215) and cell partitions 207, 209 substantially parallel...
to the side walls 215. In yet another embodiment of the invention it is also possible that the container is divided into an array of cell compartments. FIG. 2B shows a monoblock container 2023 having a first set of partitions 207 and 209 substantially parallel to the end walls 215 and second set of cell partitions 207 and 209 substantially parallel to the side walls 213. Once again, the electrode plate stack 280 is substantially parallel to the end walls 215.

The monoblock container of the present invention may include one or more coolant channels. Preferably, the coolant channels are integrally formed with at least one of the cell partitions. The coolant channels may be formed on the surface of the cell partitions or they may be formed within (in the interior of) the cell partitions. A cell partition which includes one or more coolant channels is referred to herein as a "cooler partition". In one embodiment, the monoblock battery of the present invention includes at least one coolant partition.

A coolant partition may be formed in different ways. It may be formed from a plurality of pieces. For example, it may be formed from two separate plates, referred to as "clamshell" plates, that are affixed together. The inside surface of one or both of the clamshell plates may be ribbed to define baffles for flow purposes. (The ribs may be molded into the plates.) When the two clamshell plates are placed together, the inside surface of one of the plates co-operates with the inside surface of the other clamshell plate to define the coolant channel. The coolant partition may also be formed by first forming the coolant channels separate pieces (for example, as fluid tubules) and then affixing the coolant channels (for example, by using a sealant, heat sealing, ultrasonic welding, etc.) to one or both faces of a cell partition (or even to an inside surface of one or both of the clamshell plates).

Alternately, the coolant partition with its coolant channels may be integrally formed as a one-piece construction. This may be done in different ways, such as by using a molding process. For example, the coolant channel may be molded into the interior of the coolant partition or onto the outside surface of the coolant partition. It is also possible that the coolant partition (with its one or more coolant channels) be formed by an extrusion process or even be machined as a one-piece construction.

The coolant partitions provide a thermal management function. The thermal management function is preferably a cooling function to cool the battery and transfer heat away from the electrochemical cells. However, it is possible that the same coolant channels be used to heat the battery and to transfer heat to the electrochemical cells. To perform a thermal management function, the coolant channels house a coolant which flows through the coolant channels. The coolant may be a fluid such as a liquid or a gas. Examples of liquid coolants are water or a water/glycol mixture. An example of gaseous coolant is air. Preferably, the coolant is a liquid. Again, while it is preferable that the coolant be used to transfer heat away from the electrochemical cells, it is also possible that a coolant be used to transfer heat to the electrochemical cells. Hence, a liquid or a gas may be circulated through the coolant channels to either extract heat from the electrochemical cells or to supply heat to the electrochemical cells.

A cell partition which does not include any coolant channels is referred to herein as a "divider partition". Hence, a cell partition may be a coolant partition (if it includes one or more coolant channels) or a divider partition (if it does not include any coolant channels).

The cell partitions (the coolant partitions as well as the divider partitions) may be either "fixed partitions" or "insertable partitions". A cell partition is a "fixed partition" if it is integrally formed with at least one of the walls of the container and/or with the container bottom as a one-piece construction. In one embodiment, the fixed partition(s) are integrally formed with two opposing walls (such as two side walls) as a one-piece construction. In another embodiment, the fixed partition(s) are integrally formed with the container bottom as a one-piece construction. In yet another embodiment, the fixed partition(s) are integrally formed with two opposing walls (such as two side walls) and with the container bottom as a one-piece construction. In still another embodiment, the fixed partition(s), all four of the walls (i.e., the two side walls and the two end walls), and the bottom are all of one-piece construction.

FIG. 3 is a top view of a portion of an embodiment of a monoblock container of the present invention showing a fixed partition 318, a portion of a first side wall 313A and a portion of a second side wall 313B which is opposite the first sidewall. The fixed partition 318, the first side wall portion 313A and the second side wall portion 313B are all integrally formed as a one-piece construction. (Of course, the side wall portions may be replaced with end wall portions).

FIG. 4 is cross-sectional view of a portion of an embodiment of a monoblock container of the present invention, parallel to the side walls, showing a fixed partition 418 that is formed integral with a bottom portion 417 of the container as a one-piece construction.

It is noted that a cell partition may also be formed integral with at least a portion of the case lid as a one-piece construction.

Cell partitions that are insertable are first manufactured separate from the walls and the container bottom, and are then inserted into the container. Preferably, they are affixed to the walls and bottom. They may be affixed to the walls and to the bottom of the container in different ways. For example, they may be sealed to the walls and/or bottom with the use of a sealant or with ultrasonic welding (or other means) so that they cannot be removed. Alternately, insertable partitions may be affixed to the walls and/or to the bottom so that they can be removed. For example, they may be inserted in place and sealed at their side and bottom edges with gaskets and/or molding. Preferably, the insertable partitions are sealed into the container so as to form a substantially liquid-tight seal between adjacent cell compartments.

In one embodiment of the monoblock container, the container includes at least one fixed partition. Having at least one fixed partition provides for increased structural integrity of the monoblock container. In particular, fixed partitions that are formed with the side walls and/or the container bottom as a one-piece construction may prevent the bulging of the side walls and/or the bulging of the container bottom. This is especially important at the operating pressures of certain batteries such as sealed nickel-metal hydride batteries. The one or more fixed partitions may include only coolant partitions, they may include only divider partitions, or they may include a combination of at least one coolant partition and at least one divider partition.

The monoblock container of the present invention may include all fixed partitions, all insertable partitions, or at least one fixed partition and at least one insertable partition.
FIG. 5A is a cross-sectional view of an embodiment of a monoblock container showing a specific arrangement of alternating fixed partitions 518 and insertable partitions 519. The cross-section is parallel to the side walls of the container. As seen in FIG. 5A, the fixed partitions 518 may be manufactured with a “draft angle”. That is, they may be made to taper so that the thickness (dimension parallel to the side walls) of each fixed partition 518 progressively gets smaller from its bottom end (the end adjacent to the container bottom 517) toward its top end (the end remote to the container bottom 117). Hence, for the fixed partitions the thickness T1 at the bottom end is preferably greater than the thickness T2 at the top end. The draft angle may also be included in the end walls and/or the side walls of the container. The draft angle is used to facilitate the injection molding process of the container. The draft angle in the fixed partitions and/or end walls and/or side walls may facilitate manufacturability by allowing the container to be more easily separated from the mold.

[0067] The embodiment of the monoblock container 502 shown in FIG. 5A includes insertable partitions 519 that are manufactured separately from the walls and bottom of the container. The insertable partitions 519 may be manufactured so as to taper in a direction opposite to the fixed partitions and/or end walls. As seen in FIG. 5A, they are made to taper so the thickness of each insertable partition gets progressively larger from its bottom end to its top end. Hence, the thickness T2 at the top end is preferably greater than the thickness T1 at the bottom end. This “reverse tapering” of the insertable partitions compensates for the “draft angle” that is manufactured into the fixed partitions and/or end walls so that the distance “D” between an insertable partition 519 and an adjacent fixed partition 118 (or an adjacent end wall 515) is thus substantially uniform. This results in cell compartments 505 having a substantially uniform width “D” (distance between partitions, or partition and end wall) and insures uniform compression across the surface of an electrochemical cell placed within the cell compartment. FIG. 5A demonstrates how fixed partitions 518 and insertable partitions 519 can be used in combination in a monoblock container to provide both structural integrity of the container as well as uniform compression of the electrochemical cells.

[0068] In the embodiment shown in FIG. 5A, each insertable partition (as well as each fixed partition) separates one cell compartment 505 from an adjacent cell compartment. Hence, the insertable partitions are sealed into the container so as to form a substantially liquid-tight seal between adjacent cell compartments. Each of the fixed partitions 518 may be either a coolant or a divider partition. Likewise, each insertable partition 519 may be either a coolant or a divider partition.

[0069] FIG. 5B is another embodiment of the monoblock container of the present invention showing an alternate arrangement of fixed partitions 518 and insertable partitions 519. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 5B, an insertable partition 519 is positioned adjacent to each of the fixed partitions 518 as well as adjacent to one of the end walls 515. The “reverse” draft angle of the insertable partitions is sufficient to compensate for the draft angle of the fixed partitions and end walls such that the width “D” of the cell compartments is substantially uniform. The embodiment shown in FIG. 5B also shows how fixed partitions 518 and insertable partitions 519 can be used in combination to provide both structural integrity of a monoblock container as well as uniform compression of the electrochemical cells held within the container. It is noted that in the embodiment shown in FIG. 5B, each of the cell compartments 505 is separated from an adjacent cell compartment by a fixed partition 518 which prevent the electrolyte from one cell compartment from entering another cell compartment. Hence, in this particular embodiment, the insertable partitions do not have to be sealed to either the side walls or the bottom of the container.

[0070] As discussed above, the monoblock battery of the present invention preferably includes at least one coolant partition. The coolant partitions may be fixed and/or insertable. Hence, in general, all of coolant partitions in a monoblock container may be fixed, all of the coolant partitions may be insertable, or at least one coolant partition may be fixed and at least one coolant partition may be insertable. Likewise, the divider partitions may be fixed partitions and/or insertable partitions. Hence, in general, all of the divider partitions may be fixed, all of the divider partitions may be insertable, or at least one divider partition may be fixed and at least one divider partition may be insertable.

[0071] In one embodiment of the invention, all of the coolant partitions are insertable while all of the divider partitions are formed as fixed partitions. Making the coolant partitions insertable provides greater flexibility in the dimensions of the walls of the coolant partitions. Not only can they be formed so that the coolant partitions taper opposite to the fixed partitions (as discussed above), but they can also be formed with thinner walls, thereby providing for increased cooling capability.

[0072] FIG. 5C shows an embodiment where all of the coolant partitions 509 are insertable while all of the divider partitions 507 are fixed. FIG. 5C is similar to FIG. 5A—the fixed partitions 518 from FIG. 5A have become divider partitions 507 in FIG. 5C, and the insertable partitions 519 from FIG. 5A have become coolant partitions 519 in FIG. 5C. Likewise, FIG. 5D shows an alternate embodiment where all of the coolant partitions 509 are insertable while all of the divider partitions 507 are fixed. FIG. 5D is similar to FIG. 5B—all of the fixed partitions 518 of FIG. 5B are divider partitions 507 in FIG. 5D, and all of the insertable partitions 519 in FIG. 5B are coolant partitions 509 in FIG. 5D.

[0073] Referring to the arrangement shown in FIG. 5D, the divider partitions 507 divide the interior of the container into a plurality of cell compartments 505. Hence, each of the cell compartments 505 is separated from an adjacent cell compartment by a divider partition 507. Each of the divider partitions is a fixed partition and is integrally formed with either the side walls (or possibly the end walls) of the container and/or with the container bottom as a one-piece construction. Preferably, the divider partition is integrally formed with the side walls and with the bottom as a one-piece construction. Hence, there is a substantially liquid-tight seal between adjacent cell compartments so that the electrolyte from one cell compartment cannot enter an adjacent compartment. Also, as shown, the fixed divider partitions are preferably all formed with a draft angle in order to facilitate the manufacturing process.

[0074] The coolant partitions 509 are insertable and are thus first formed separate from the walls and the bottom of the container, and are then inserted into the container. Generally one or more of the coolant partitions 509 are inserted into at least one of the cell compartments 505. Preferably, a coolant partition is inserted into each of the cell compartments 505. The coolant partition may be placed adjacent to a divider partition or adjacent to an end wall.
The coolant partitions preferably made with a “reverse” draft angle. That is, they are preferably made to taper opposite to the draft angle of the divider partitions. As noted above, this provides for substantially uniform compression of the electrochemical cells placed within the cell compartments. Preferably, at least one external face of each of the coolant partitions confronts at least one plate of the electrode stack placed within the corresponding cell compartment.

Making the coolant partitions separately from the remainder of the container reduces the complexity of the mold operation for making the container. It also makes the assembly of the coolant partitions more amenable to high volume manufacturing techniques such as heat sealing, friction welding, vibration welding, and the like (for example, they can be formed from two clambshell halves that can be heat sealed together).

With regards to the embodiment shown in FIG. 5D, the cell compartments are separated from each other by the fixed divider partitions which form a substantially liquid-tight seal between the cell compartments. Hence, the container does not depend upon the coolant partitions to isolate the electrolyte of one compartment from the electrolyte of another compartment. Hence, the coolant partitions need not be sealed to either the side walls or to the bottom of the container to prevent the electrolyte from one cell compartment from entering another (since this is already being done by the fixed divider partitions). Of course, the coolant partitions still perform a heat exchange function.

The openings to the coolant channels that are integral with the coolant partitions may be placed on the top edges of the partitions. This further eliminates the need to seal the coolant partitions to either the side walls or bottom of the container. The coolant partitions may instead be affixed and sealed to the side walls or bottom of the container. The coolant partitions may be formed as a one-piece construction.

In yet another embodiment of the invention, one or more of the coolant partitions may be formed as fixed partitions. Making the coolant partitions as fixed has certain advantages. There is a less possibility that electrolyte may leak from one cell compartment to an adjacent cell compartment around the periphery of the coolant partitions. Also there is less possibility that the coolant can leak out from the interior of the coolant partition (from the coolant channel openings) and into the cell compartment where it may make contact with the electrolyte. Also, in the case where the coolant partition itself is formed from two clambshell halves, there is also a possibility of coolant leakage from the seam formed when the clambshells are affixed together.

Hence, in an alternate embodiment of the monoblock container, at least one of the coolant partitions (and preferably all of the coolant partitions) may be formed as a fixed partition. Forming all of the coolant partitions as fixed partitions may prevent coolant leakage into the cell compartments and may also provide for improved structural support for the monoblock container.

At least one of the divider partitions (and preferably all of the divider partitions) may be formed as an insertable partition. By making all of the divider partitions insertable, they can be manufactured so as to compensate for the draft angle that is manufactured into the fixed coolant partitions. As explained above, this can provide for substantially uniform compression of the electrochemical cells placed within the cell compartments.

In still another embodiment of the invention, in order to provide even greater structural support for the monoblock container, all of the coolant partitions and all of the divider partitions may be formed as fixed partitions. That is, all of the partitions of the monoblock container may be formed as fixed partitions.

Hence, in one embodiment of the invention, the monoblock container includes at least one coolant partition which is formed as a fixed partition. That is, one or more of the coolant partitions (and preferably all of the coolant partitions) are integrally formed with at least one wall and/or the container bottom as a one-piece construction.

As discussed above, there are many different ways in which the fixed partitions can in integrally formed with the other parts of the battery container. These embodiments are applicable to coolant partitions that formed as fixed partition. One or more of the coolant partitions may be integrally formed with two opposite walls (such as the two side walls or two end walls) and/or with the container bottom as a one-piece construction.

In another embodiment, one or more of the coolant partitions (and preferably all of the coolant partitions), the side walls, and the end walls are all integrally formed as a one-piece construction. In yet another embodiment, one or more of the coolant partitions (and preferably all of the coolant partitions), the side walls, the end walls, and the container bottom are all integrally formed as a one-piece construction. A one-piece construction may be formed using an injection molding process. However, it may also be possible to form the side and end walls as well as the cell partitions by an extrusion process.

In another embodiment of the invention, at least one of the divider partitions and at least one of the coolant partitions are formed as fixed partitions. Hence, in another embodiment of the invention at least one coolant partition (and preferably all of the coolant partitions) and at least one divider partition (preferably all of the divider partitions) are integrally formed with at least one wall and/or the container bottom as a one-piece construction. In another embodiment, at least one coolant partition (and preferably all of the coolant partitions), at least one divider partition (and preferably all of the divider partitions), the side walls, and the end walls are all integrally formed as a one-piece construction. In still another embodiment at least one coolant partition (and preferably all of the coolant partitions), at least one divider partition (and preferably all of the divider partitions), the side walls, the end walls, and the container bottom are all integrally formed as a one-piece construction. Hence, it is possible that the battery container (all of the walls, the bottom, and all of the cell partitions) be formed as a one-piece construction.

There are many different ways in which to circulate the coolant within the coolant partitions. That is, there are many different pathways and configurations for the coolant channels within a single coolant partition. Also, there are many different ways to interconnect the coolant channels of one coolant partition with the coolant channels of at least one other coolant partitions.

In one embodiment of the invention, the coolant enters and exits the coolant channels of each of the coolant partitions through a channel inlet and a corresponding channel outlet located on specially designed bottom of the monoblock
container. FIG. 6 shows an embodiment of such a specially designed container bottom 617. The container bottom 617 includes ribs 643 which protrude from the surface of the bottom 617. The ribs 643 define baffles for fluid flow purpose. Specifically, the ribs 643 define fluid pathways 645 (the regions between the ribs) on the outer surface of the bottom. When a container cover, such as a rigid plate, is affixed to the outside surface of the bottom 617, the ribs 643 and the fluid pathways 645 co-operate with the bottom cover plate to define bottom flow channels that interconnect the openings of the coolant channels of different coolant partitions. Hence, the coolant channels of each of the partitions are interconnected with the coolant channels of other partitions. This creates an interconnected network of coolant channels that can circulate the coolant throughout the battery case.

[0089] Referring to FIG. 1B, the coolant may enter the monoblock container 202 via the inlet tube entrance 222 and be carried to the container bottom via the inlet tube 220. The coolant is transported via the inlet tube 220 to the inlet tube exit opening 660A of the container bottom 617 shown in FIG. 6. Referring to FIG. 6, the coolant enters the set of bottom flow channels 630 where it is directed by the flow channels to the first partition inlet 620A. The coolant enters the first coolant partition, flows through the coolant channels within the first coolant partition and then exits the first coolant partition through a first partition outlet 620B. After exiting the first partition outlet 620B, the coolant is channeled to the second partition inlet 620C via the bottom flow channels 631. The coolant circulates through the second coolant partition and exits the second coolant partition through the outlet 620D. After exiting the second coolant partition outlet 620D, the coolant is channeled to the third coolant partition inlet 620E via the bottom flow channel 632, circulate through the third partition and exits the third coolant partition through the outlet 620F. This process is repeated for the remaining coolant partitions, for the remaining inlets/outlets 620G, 620H, 620I and 620J as well as the remaining bottom flow channels 633 and 634. After the coolant exits the last partition outlet 620J, it is channeled to an outlet tube entrance 660B by the flow channels 635.

[0090] When the inlets and outlets are positioned in the container bottom, the coolant can be made to circulate through the coolant channels of each of the coolant partitions in different ways. One example of a circulation scheme is shown in FIG. 7. FIG. 7 shows a coolant partition 709 of that has partition openings in the bottom edge of the coolant partition that are aligned with the channel inlet 620A and channel outlet 620B of the container bottom 617. The arrows show the general path of the coolant that flows in the coolant channel 730 that is inside the coolant partition 709. As seen, the coolant, after entering a coolant partition via the inlet 620A, goes vertically up one half of the coolant partition, horizontally across the partition, and then vertically down the other half of the coolant partition (where it then exits via an horizontal channel outlet 620B). This is an example of a “closed loop” scheme. Closed loop intercell cooling may be used between every cell or at regular intervals, such as between every second or every third cell. The inlets and outlets of the coolant partition 709 are in the bottom edge of the coolant partitions 709.

[0091] The coolant may be routed either horizontally in a serpentine method between and around cells, or vertically, in a “semi-corkscrew” path, up and down the cells through the hollow wall of the coolant partitions, and then through passages under or above the cells. Alternately, air flow paths may be molded into the walls between the cells in a vertical or horizontal orientation.

[0092] As seen from FIG. 6, the coolant channel outlet of one coolant partition is fluidly connected to the coolant channel inlet of another coolant partition. In the particular connection scheme shown in FIG. 6, the bottom coolant channels are routing the coolant so that it must enter and exit the first coolant partition before entering the second, as so on. This is a “serial” connection. Other routing schemes are also possible. For example, the coolant may be channeled so that it enters all of the coolant partitions at essentially the same time. This is a “parallel” connection.

[0093] Other ways of positioning the inlets and outlets of the coolant channels and of interconnecting the coolant channels are possible. An alternate embodiment of a monoblock battery case of the present invention is shown in FIG. 8A. FIG. 8A shows the monoblock battery case 800. The case includes the container 802, the lid for the container 804. Also, in the embodiment shown, the case also includes the side wall covers 810. As will be explained in more detail below, each of the side wall covers, when affixed over the side walls 813 of the container 810 co-operate with the respective side wall to define flow channels that interconnect the coolant channels in the coolant partitions. A three-dimensional view of the monoblock container 802 is shown in FIG. 8B.

[0094] Referring to FIG. 8B, the container 802 includes two side walls 813, two end walls 815 and a bottom (not shown). It is noted that the first of the two side walls 813 is shown in FIG. 8B while the second side wall is opposite the first side wall and is hidden from view. Likewise, the first of the two end walls 815 is shown in the FIG. 8B while the second end wall is opposite the first end wall and is hidden from view. FIG. 8C is a three-dimensional view of the monoblock container 802 which shows the container bottom 817.

[0095] The monoblock container 802 further includes one or more cell partitions which divide the interior of the case into a plurality of cell compartments. As discussed above, each of the cell partitions may be either a divider partition or a coolant partition. The divider partitions 807 do not include coolant channels while the coolant partitions 809 include coolant channels. Preferably, the monoblock container 802 includes at least one coolant partition.

[0096] Preferably, the coolant channels are formed integral with the coolant partitions. More preferably, the coolant channels are preferably formed in the interior of the coolant partitions. In addition, the coolant partition may be formed as a one-piece construction.

[0097] In the embodiment of the monoblock container 802 shown in FIG. 8B, the inlets and outlets of the coolant channels are formed in the side walls 813 of the container. Each opening 820 may be either an inlet or an outlet of a coolant channel depending upon the direction of the coolant flow within the coolant channel. Placing the inlets and outlets of the coolant channels in the side walls 813 provides for increased reliability since it separates coolant channel seals from the bottom electrolyte seals.

[0098] FIG. 8D shows a cross-sectional view of a coolant partition 809 along the width of the monoblock case (i.e., in a direction parallel to the endplates 815). The arrows indicate the direction of the coolant flow through the coolant channels 830 inside the coolant partition. The inlet and outlet openings of the coolant partition 809 are on the vertical edges of the periphery of the partition. The coolant channels 830 guide the
coolant from one side wall 813 to the opposite side wall 813. This is an example of a “cross-flow design”.  

In the example shown in FIG. 8D, the coolant channels are substantially horizontally disposed and the direction of the coolant flow is substantially parallel to the external faces of the coolant partition. FIG. 8E shows a cross-sectional view of the monoblock container 802, through the cell partition, along the length of the container (that is, parallel to the side walls 813). FIG. 8E shows substantially horizontally disposed coolant channels 830 that are integrally formed within the interior of the coolant partitions 809. Other configurations for the coolant channels are also possible. For example, the coolant channels may be slanted such that they are neither horizontal or vertical. Alternately, the coolant channels may take a circumferential route through the partitions.  

Also, in the embodiment shown in FIG. 8D, the inlet and the outlet of the same coolant channel are on opposite side walls. It is also possible that the inlet and the outlet of the same coolant channel are on the same side wall.  

Preferably, the coolant channels within one of the coolant partitions are in communication with the coolant channels in the other coolant partitions. This creates a completely integrated cooling system which permits the coolant to flow through all of the coolant partitions. The coolant channels of different coolant partitions can be fluidly connected together in many different ways. In the embodiment of the battery case 800 shown in FIG. 8A, this is done with the use of a pair of wall covers 810. Preferably, the wall covers 810 are in the form of rigid plates (that is, they are side wall cover plates). Referring to FIG. 8A, it is seen that the outer surfaces of the side walls 813 of the container 802 includes ribs 843. The ribs 843 define baffles for fluid flow purpose. Specifically, the ribs 843 define fluid pathways on the outer surface of the side walls 813. When a wall cover 810 is affixed to its corresponding side wall 813, the ribs 843 and the fluid pathways co-operate with the wall cover 810 to define fluid channels 845 that are referred to herein as “wall flow channels” or “wall connector channels”. The wall connector channels interconnect the openings 820 of the coolant channels of different coolant partitions. Hence, the coolant channels of each of the coolant partitions are interconnected with the coolant channels of other coolant partitions. This creates an interconnected network of coolant channels that can circulate the coolant throughout the battery case. It is noted that the combination of a sidewall 813 and its corresponding attached sidewall cover plate 810 collectively form a dual-layered side wall. The wall connector channels are thus within this dual-layered side wall.  

It is noted that there are many other ways to interconnect the coolant channels. For example, wall connector channels may be integrated onto the interior of or into the surface of the side walls of the container 802. Alternately, wall connector channels (for example, in the form of tubes) interconnecting the openings 820 of different (or the same) coolant partitions may simply be affixed to the openings 820.  

The coolant can be made to circulate through the container 802 in different ways. In one embodiment, the coolant can be directed to flow in a serpentine path, back and forth between the opposite side walls. FIG. 9A is a top view of the monoblock container 802 which more clearly shows the path of the coolant through the coolant channels. FIG. 9A shows the divider partitions 807 and the coolant partitions 809. FIG. 9A also shows the wall connector channels 845 which are defined by the first side wall 813A and its corresponding wall cover 810A, and the wall connector channels 845 defined by the second side wall 813B and its corresponding side wall cover 810B. The arrows show the direction of flow of the coolant within the coolant channels.  

In the embodiment shown in FIG. 9A, the coolant enters the monoblock container 802 through the container inlet 850 and is directed to the opening 820A (a channel inlet) in the first side wall 813A. The coolant is directed by the coolant channel in the coolant partition 809 to the opening 820B (a channel outlet) in the second side wall 813B (which is opposite the first side wall 813A). The wall connector channel 845 in the second side wall 813B then directs the coolant to the opening 820C (a channel inlet) where it is carried by the coolant partition 809 back to the first side wall 813A and exits the opening 820D (a channel outlet). This process repeats for the other cooling channel openings 820E through 820L, where the coolant is then directed to the container outlet 870. Hence, the coolant is carried back and forth between the first and second side walls by the coolant channels in the coolant partitions. As discussed above, this type of flow is referred to as a “serial” connection, since the coolant is routed from one partition to another.  

Another way of directing the coolant is shown in FIG. 9B. FIG. 9B shows a top view of a monoblock container 802 of the present invention with side walls 813A and 813B. In this embodiment, the coolant is directed from the first side wall 813A to the second side wall 813B by each of the coolant partitions 809. Hence, the coolant enters the coolant partitions 809 through the openings 820A, 820D, 820E, 820H, 820I, and 820L that are disposed in the first side wall 813A and exits the coolant partition through the openings 820B, 820C, 820F, 820G, 820J, and 820K that are disposed in the second side wall 813B. The coolant is thus directed so that it enters all of the coolant partitions at substantially the same time. Hence, this configuration is referred to as a “parallel” flow configuration.  

As noted above, the coolant partitions and the divider partitions may either be fixed or insertable. With regards to the embodiment of the container shown in FIG. 8B (that is, with the channel inlets and outlets on the side walls) it is preferable that one or more of the coolant partitions are fixed. It is more preferable that all of the coolant partitions are fixed. In one embodiment all of the coolant partitions are fixed while all of the divider partitions are insertable. In another embodiment, all of the coolant partitions and all of the divider partitions are fixed. Of course, the invention is not limited to these embodiments and other embodiments are also possible.  

The embodiments of the invention shown in FIGS. 8A-E and 9A-B, the coolant partitions are substantially parallel to the end walls and the openings of the coolant channels are formed in the side walls of the container. Referring to FIG. 2A, it is seen that it is possible to position coolant partitions so that they are substantially parallel to the side walls of the container. Hence, it is possible that the inlets and the outlets of the coolant channels are formed in the end walls of the container. Referring to FIG. 2B, it is seen that it is also possible that that one of the openings to a coolant channel be formed in an end wall and the other opening be formed in a side wall.  

It is noted that in yet another embodiment of the invention, it is possible to form at least one of the coolant partitions (and/or at least one of the divider partitions) as one-piece construction with the lid of the battery case. In this embodiment the inlets and outlets to the coolant channels are
preferably formed in a portion of the lid. However, it is still possible that the inlets and outlets be formed in the walls or in the bottom of the container.

[0109] Moreover, it is noted that in the embodiments of the monoblock case shown above, specifically in FIG. 1A and in FIG. 8A, the container includes walls and a bottom. The lid is shown as a separate piece. The electrochemical cells may thus be placed into the container from the top before the lid is placed on (and preferably sealed) to the top of the container. In an alternate embodiment of the monoblock case, it is possible that the lid and the walls are formed as a one-piece construction while the “case bottom” is formed as a separate piece. In this case, the electrochemical cells may be placed into the case from the bottom of the container before the “case bottom” is actually placed onto the container.

[0110] The monoblock battery case of the present invention accommodates a plurality of electrochemical cells to form a monoblock battery. Preferably, each of the electrochemical cells is disposed into a unique one of the cell compartments. Some or all of the electrochemical cells may be electrically coupled together in a serial electrical connection and/or a parallel electrical connection. It is also possible that one or more of the cells are not electrically connected to any of the other cells. In one embodiment, all of the electrochemical cells are electrically coupled in series. In another embodiment, all of the electrochemical cells are electrically coupled in parallel. In yet another embodiment, a portion of the electrochemical cells are electrically coupled in series while a portion are electrically coupled in parallel.

[0111] FIG. 10 shows a cross-sectional view of a monoblock battery 1000 of the present invention. The cross-sectional view is parallel to the side walls. The monoblock battery 1000 includes a monoblock container 1002 and a lid 1004. The battery container includes coolant partitions 1009 as well as divider partitions 1007. The divider and coolant partitions form the battery compartments 1005. Housed within each of the cell compartments 1005 is a single electrochemical cell 1080 including a stack of positive electrodes, negative electrodes, separators and electrolyte.

[0112] In the embodiment shown in FIG. 10, the plurality of electrochemical cells 1080 are electrically coupled in series. The electrical coupling between adjacent cells may be accomplished in different ways. In the embodiment shown, the positive and negative electrodes include current collection tabs attached to the electrodes for transporting electrical energy into and out of the electrodes. The current collection tabs of the positive electrodes and the negative electrodes are all welded together into a positive interconnect 1086A. Likewise, the current collection tabs of the negative electrodes are all welded together into a negative interconnect 1086B. To connect the electrochemical cells in series, the positive interconnect 1086A of one electrochemical cell is electrical coupled to the negative interconnect 10863 of an adjacent electrochemical cell that is on the opposite side of the partition. This may be done in different ways. In the embodiment shown, this is done by placing a connection spacer 1088 through an opening in the partition and welding the ends of the connection spacer 1088 to the positive interconnect 1086A and the negative interconnect 10863 that are on the opposite sides of the partition. Connection spacers 1088 may also be placed through openings in the end walls to electrically connect a positive interconnect to the positive battery terminal 1090A and a negative interconnect to the negative battery terminal 1090B.

[0113] The connection spacer may be formed from many different conductive materials. The connection spacer 1088 may comprise nickel, copper, a nickel alloy, a copper alloy, a nickel-copper alloy, a copper-nickel alloy. Further the connection spacer may comprise both copper and nickel. For example, the connection spacer may comprise nickel-plated copper, or the connection spacer may comprise a copper control portion surrounded by nickel. Alternatively, the connector may comprise a copper cylinder and nickel wire which is spirally wound along the length of the copper cylinder.

[0114] The opening in the cell partition through which the interconnection spacer is placed may be sealed to prevent electrolyte communication from one of the cell compartments to the adjacent cell compartment on the other side of the cell partition. The sealing may be accomplished by using a polymer gasket such as a rubber or a plastic gasket. Sealing may also be accomplished by a hot melt adhesive or an epoxy adhesive. Sealing may also be accomplished by melting the plastic material of the partition around the connection spacer 1088.

[0115] A cross-sectional view of the monoblock battery 1000 is shown in FIG. 11. FIG. 11 shows how the positive interconnects 1086A and the negative interconnects 10863 may be electrically coupled with the connection spacers 1088 through the walls of the cell partitions to serially connect all of the electrochemical cells. FIG. 11 shows the divider partitions 1007 and the coolant partitions 1009 that form the cell compartments 1005. FIG. 11 also shows the electrochemical cells 1080 that are placed in the compartments 1005.

[0116] It is also possible to make the connection between the positive and negative interconnects without the use of a separate connection spacer. FIG. 12 shows side view of a portion of a monoblock battery of the present invention. Shown are a modified positive interconnect 1286A and a modified negative interconnect 1286B. The modified positive interconnect 1286A and the modified negative interconnect 1286B are each formed to have protrusions 1287A and 1287B that extend through the opening 1011 in the wall of a divider partition 1007 and a coolant partition 1009. The positive interconnect protrusion 1287A makes physical and electrical contact with the negative interconnect protrusion 1287B. Hence, the corresponding positive and negative electrodes are electrically coupled. Preferably, the positive interconnect protrusion 1287A is welded to the negative interconnect protrusion 1287B.

[0117] In yet another embodiment of the invention, the positive and negative electrodes may be interconnected over the cell partitions rather than through the cell partitions. This may be done in different ways, such as by extending the positive interconnects and/or the negative interconnects over the cell partitions. It may also be done by positioning an interconnect spacer over the cell partitions.

[0118] Two or more of the electrochemical cells in the monoblock battery may be electrically coupled in parallel. FIG. 13 shows a top view of an embodiment of the monoblock battery 1000 of the present invention wherein all of the electrochemical cells are electrically coupled in parallel. Referring to FIG. 13, it is seen that positive interconnects 1086A are all electrically coupled together and to the positive battery terminal 1090A. The electrically coupling is done by a first electrical contact strip 1395A that preferably goes through the cell partitions. Likewise, negative interconnects 1086B are all electrically coupled together and to the negative battery
The electrically coupling is done by a second electrical contact strip 1395B that preferably goes through (or over) the cell partitions.

Referring again to FIG. 10, it is seen that the monoblock battery 1000 comprises a battery case including a battery container 1002 and a lid 1004 for the container. The case is preferably designed so that the electrolyte within each of the cell compartments is isolated from the electrolyte of any other of the cell compartments. This is done to avoid self-discharge electrical shorting paths between the cells. However, it is preferable that the gases from each of the individual cells are shared within a common region of the battery case. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 10, each of the openings in the top of the cell compartments 1005 is covered with a gas-permeable, hydrophobic membrane 1060. The membrane coverings 1060 will prevent the escape of the electrolyte from each compartment. However, since they are gas-permeable, they will permit the gases from each of the cell compartments to enter the common region 1020 within the battery case. Hence, gases from each of the electrochemical cells are shared in a common region of the monoblock case. The battery case thus serves as a common pressure vessel for all of the electrochemical cells. The battery case is preferably sealed, however, it may include one or more pressure relief vents 1030.

The common region 1020 of the battery case may be incorporated into a specially designed lid for the container. FIG. 14 shows a cross-sectional view of an embodiment of a monoblock battery 1400 of the present invention. The monoblock battery 1400 includes the container 1002 that was shown in FIG. 10. However, the battery 1400 includes a specially designed lid 1404 which is sealingly fitted to the top of the monoblock container 1002. The lid 1404 includes a plurality of gas channels 1410 which provide gaseous communication between each of the cell compartments 1005 and a common gas region 1420 which is within the lid.

The gas channels are designed to prevent electrolyte communication from compartment to another. This is done by sandwiching the gas-permeable, hydrophobic membrane 1060 between the gas channel 1410 and the opening of the cell compartment 1005.

The hydrophobic membrane 1060 shown in FIG. 10 and FIG. 14 may be formed of a material that has a gas diffusion surface area sufficient to compensate for the overcharge gas evolution rate. The may be from about 5 cm² to about 50 cm² per 12 Ah cell. Generally, the hydrophobic material is any material which allows passage of the battery gases but not the battery electrolyte. Examples of materials are materials comprising polyethylene with calcium carbonate filler. Other examples include many types of diaphragm material. An example of a material which may be used is the breathable type XBF-100W EXXON® film that is supplied by Tridegus products. This film is a polyethylene film that has been mixed with fine calcium carbonate particles and then further stretched to make it porous. In one embodiment, the layer is chosen to have a thickness of about 0.25 gauge (0.25 g per square meters), which corresponds to about 0.001 inch. The Gurley porosity of the material is chosen to be about 360 (360 seconds for 100 cc of gas to pass per square inch with a gas pressure of 4.9 inches of water). The hydrophobic nature of this film is demonstrated by a very high contact angle in 30° KOH electrolyte of about 120 degrees.

The lid 1404 also includes a pair of pressure relief vents 1430 for the common pressure region 1420. FIGS. 15A and 15B are three-dimensional top and bottom perspectives of the lid 1404, showing the gas channels 1410, the hydrophobic membranes 1460 and the common gas compartment 1420.

Referring to the monoblock container 1002 shown in FIGS. 10 and 14, it is noted that it is possible to place a hydrophobic material around the border of the opening of each of the cell compartments 1005 rather than to cover each of the compartments with the gas-permeable, hydrophobic membrane 1060. The hydrophobic border would be sufficient to break the creep path of the electrolyte so that electrolyte from one cell would be prevented from creeping over a partition wall and into an adjacent cell compartment.

An alternate embodiment of a multi-cell monoblock battery case 1600 is shown in FIG. 16A. The case 1600 includes the battery container 1602, the lid for the container 1604. In the embodiment shown, the case also includes walls 1610A,B that fit over the corresponding side walls of the case.

A three-dimensional view of the container 1602 is shown in FIG. 16B. Referring to FIG. 16A, the container 1602 includes two side walls 1613A,B and two end walls 1615. FIG. 16B shows a first side wall 1613A. The side wall 1613 is opposite to 1613A and is hidden from view. Likewise, the first of the two end walls 1615 is shown in FIG. 16B while the second end wall is opposite the first end wall and is hidden from view. The container 1602 further includes one or more cell partitions 1607,1609 which divide the interior of the case into a plurality of cell compartments 1605. The battery case may hold one or more electrochemical cells and preferably holds at least two electrochemical cells. Preferably, each of the electrochemical cells is placed in its own corresponding cell compartment. The electrochemical cells may be coupled together in series and/or parallel configuration.

Each of the cell partitions may be either a divider partition 1607 or a coolant partition 1609. The divider partitions 1607 do not include coolant channels while the coolant partitions 1609 include coolant channels. Preferably, the container 1602 includes at least one coolant partition. Preferably, the coolant channels are formed integral with the coolant partitions. More preferably, the coolant channels are preferably formed in the interior of the coolant partitions. In addition, the coolant partition may be formed as a one-piece construction.

In the embodiment of the container 1602 shown in FIG. 16B, the inlets and outlets of the coolant channels are formed in the side walls of the container. Each opening 1620 may be either an inlet or an outlet coolant channel depending on the direction of the coolant flow within the coolant channel. The coolant channels guide the coolant from one side wall to the opposite side wall. This is another example of a “cross-flow design”. In the container shown in FIG. 16B, the coolant channels are substantially horizontally disposed and the direction of the coolant flow is substantially parallel to the external faces of the coolant partition.

Preferably, the coolant channels within one of the coolant partitions are in communication with the coolant channels in the other coolant partitions. This creates a completely integrated cooling system that permits the coolant to flow through all of the coolant partitions. The coolant channels of different coolant partitions can be fluidly connected together in many different ways. In the embodiment of the
battery case 1600 shown in FIG. 16A, this is done using wall covers 1610A, B. Preferably, the wall covers 1610A, B are in the form of rigid plates.

[0130] FIG. 16C is a side view of the container 1602 showing the side wall 1613A (which is also referred to as the coolant port side of the container). FIG. 16D is a side view of the opposite side of the container showing the side wall 1613B (also referred to as the gas port side of the container) which is opposite to side wall 1613A. Referring to the side views of FIGS. 16C and 16D it is seen that the outer surfaces of the side walls 1613A, B of the container 1602 includes ribs 1643. The ribs 1643 define baffles for fluid flow purpose. Specifically, the ribs 1643 define fluid pathways on the outer surface of the side walls 1613A, B. When a wall cover 1610A, B (shown in FIG. 16A) is affixed to its corresponding side wall 1613A, B the fluid pathways in combination with its corresponding wall cover 1610A, B define wall connector channels 1645 (also referred to herein as wall flow channels). These wall connector channels 1645 interconnect the openings 1620 of the coolant channels of different coolant partitions. Hence, the coolant channels of each of the coolant partitions are interconnected with the coolant channels of other coolant partitions. This creates an interconnected network of coolant channels that can circulate the coolant throughout the battery case. It is noted that the combination of a side wall 1613A, B and its attached corresponding wall cover 1610A, B collectively forms a side wall that is dual-layered. The wall coolant channels are thus within these dual-layered side walls.

[0131] There are many other ways to interconnect the coolant channels. For example, wall connector channels may be formed as separate pieces (such as tubes) that are integrally coupled to the openings 1620 in the side walls 1613A, B.

[0132] The coolant can be made to circulate through the container 1602 in different ways. In the embodiment of container shown in FIG. 16B, the coolant is directed to flow in a serpentine path, back and forth between the opposite side walls. FIG. 16E is a horizontal cross-sectional view of the container 1602 which more clearly shows the path of the coolant through the coolant channels. FIG. 16E shows the divider partitions 1607 and the coolant partitions 1609. FIG. 16C also shows the wall connector channels 1645 which are defined by the first side wall 1613A and its corresponding wall cover 1610A, and the wall connector channels 1645 defined by the second side wall 1613B and its corresponding side wall cover 1610B. The arrows shown within the wall connector channels 1645 and the coolant channels show the direction of coolant flow.

[0133] Referring to FIG. 16E, the coolant enters the container 1602 through the container inlet 1650 and is directed to the opening 1620A (a channel inlet) in the first side wall 1613A. The coolant is directed by the coolant channel in the coolant partition 1609 to the opening 1620B (a channel outlet) in the second side wall 1613B (which is opposite the first side wall 1613A). The wall connector channel 1645 in the second side wall 1613B then directs the coolant to the opening 1620C (a channel inlet) where it is carried by the coolant partition 1609 back to the first side wall 1613A and exits the opening 1620D (a channel outlet). This process repeats for the other cooling channels openings 1620E through 1620L where the coolant is then directed to the container outlet 1670. Hence, the coolant is carried back and forth between the first and second side walls by the coolant channels in the coolant partitions. As discussed above, this type of flow is referred to as a “serial” connection, since the coolant is routed from one partition to another. The type of coolant flow shown in FIG. 9B (a “parallel” connection) is, of course, also possible for this multi-cell battery case.

[0134] As gases (such as oxygen and hydrogen) are given off by the electrochemical cells of the battery there is a need to vent the gases from the battery. In the process of venting the gases, some of the electrolyte from each of the cells may be carried along with the gases and escape from its corresponding cell compartment. While it is acceptable for the gases of one electrochemical cell to intermix with the gases of another electrochemical cell, it is not acceptable for the electrolyte of one cell to enter another electrochemical cell. Hence, in the design of a gas venting system for a battery, care must be taken to prevent the electrolyte from one cell from entering any of the other electrochemical cells of the battery. For purposes of discussion, the electrolyte which escapes from its cell compartment is referred to as “escaped electrolyte”.

[0135] Referring again to FIGS. 16C and 16D it is seen that the sidewalls 1613A, B further include ribs 1686B and 1686T. The ribs 1686B, T define baffles for fluid flow purpose. Specifically, the regions between the ribs 1686B, T define pathways on the surface of the side walls 1613A, B.

[0136] When a wall cover 1610A, B (as shown in FIG. 16A) is affixed to its corresponding side wall 1613A, B, the sidewall 1613A, B, the corresponding wall cover 1610A, B and the ribs 1680A, T define the gas channels 1688. Each of the gas channels 1688 is in communication with each of the cell compartments 1605 and each of the electrochemical cells by way of holes 1684 (seen in FIGS. 16C and 16D). It is noted that in the embodiment of the battery case shown in FIGS. 16C and 16D, the holes 1684 are preferably not covered by any type of membrane material. Both cell gas as well as liquid electrolyte can make its way from each of the cell compartments to each of the gas channels. Hence, each of the gas channels 1688 is preferably in gaseous communication as well as in liquid communication with each of the cell compartments (hence, each of the cell compartments may be described in being in fluid communication with each of the gas channels). As noted above, the combination of a side wall 1610A, B and its corresponding wall cover 1610A, B collectively form a dual-layered side wall. Hence, the gas channels 1688 are within these dual-layered side walls.

[0137] As gas is given off by each of the electrochemical cells of the battery, the cell gas along with escaped electrolyte enters (by way of grooves 1682) the tubes 1680 adjacent to the corresponding cell compartment 1605 (shown in FIG. 16B). A portion of the escaped electrolyte is trapped in the tubes 1680 thereby preventing this portion of the escaped electrolyte from reaching any of the other electrochemical cells. The cell gas and a remaining portion of the escaped electrolyte exit the tubes 1680 through openings 1684 (shown in FIGS. 16C and 16D) and enter the gas channels 1688. (Hence, the gas channels 1688 transports cell gas as well as liquid electrolyte carried along with the cell gas). The cell gas that enters the gas channel 1688 on the side wall 1613B (shown in FIG. 16D) follows a path through the gas channel and, when the gas pressure gets sufficiently high, exits the gas channel through the gas vents 1670.

[0138] The placement of the ribs 1686B, T forms a gas channel 1688 preferably having a tortuous flow path. As the cell gas and the escaped liquid electrolyte travel through the gas channels 1688, they are forced by the gas channels 1688 to follow the corresponding tortuous flow path of the chan-
nels. Because of the tortuous flow path followed by the gas and the escaped electrolyte, the escaped electrolyte is trapped in the bottom of the wells 1690 defined by the bottom ribs 1686B. Because the escaped electrolyte is trapped by the wells 1690, substantially none of the electrolyte from one cell compartment 1605 enters another cell compartment 1605. Hence, substantially none of the electrolyte from one electrochemical cell contacts any other electrochemical cell.

[0139] As noted, the cell gas exits the channel shown in FIG. 16D via the gas vents 1694 positioned on opposite ends of the gas channel. Hence, in the embodiment shown in FIGS. 16A-D, gas vents are coupled to only one of the gas channels. However, it is of course possible to place one or more gas vents on the gas channel on each of the side walls. Likewise, the battery may be made to have only a single gas channel on only one of the side walls.

[0140] The gas channels may be formed to have any tortuous flow path. For example, the flow path may be serpentine, circuitous, winding, zig-zag, etc. In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 16C and 16D, the gas channels 1688 have a serpentine flow path created by an alternating placement of essentially vertically disposed ribs 16863 and essentially vertically disposed ribs 16861. However, tortuous flow paths may be formed in many different ways. For example, it is possible that the top ribs 16867 be removed so as to leave only the bottom ribs 16863 to form the gas channel. In this case, the remaining ribs 16863 would still create a tortuous flow path for the cell gas and the escaped electrolyte. Also, it is possible that the ribs be placed at angles. Also, it is possible that the ribs 16863, 16867 be replaced by mubs, prongs, dimples or other forms of protrusions that cause the cell gas and escaped electrolyte to follow a flow path that is tortuous.

[0141] The gas channels 1688 shown in FIGS. 16C and 16D are each in fluid communication with each of the compartments 1605 by way of the holes 1684. Hence, the gases from all of the electrochemical cells placed in the battery case are allowed to intermix within each gas channel 1688 so that the battery case serves as a single or common pressure vessel for each of the electrochemical cells. However, it is also possible that the battery include multiple gas channels wherein each one of the gas channels is in fluid communication with less than all of the compartments. For example, each gas channel may be in communication with at least two of the compartments. It is also possible that each compartment have a unique corresponding gas channel and a unique corresponding gas vent so that the gases do not intermix.

[0142] As noted above, the gas channels 1688 are defined by the side walls 1613A,B, the corresponding wall covers 1610A,B, and the ribs 16863,T. However, gas channels may be formed in other ways. For example, the gas channels may be formed as elongated tubes with interior ribs to form a tortuous flow path. The tubes may be made as separate pieces and then made integral with one or both of side walls of the case by being attached to the case. The tubes and the side walls of the case may be integrally formed as a single-piece by, for example, being molded as a single piece or by being fused together in a substantially permanent way. The gas channels may be within the interior of the side walls or on the exterior surface of the side walls. Hence, it is possible to eliminate the need for a separate wall cover.

[0143] Also, in the embodiment of the discussed above, the gas channels are integral with the side walls of the battery case. It is also possible that the gas channels be made integral with any part of the battery case. For example, a gas channel may be made integral with one or both of the end walls of the battery case. It is also possible that the gas channel be made integral with the top of a battery case. It is also possible that a gas channel be made integral with the lid of the battery case. The lid itself may be formed to have a top and overhanging sides. The gas channel may be made integral with either the top of the lid or one of the overhanging sides of the lid.

[0144] It is further noted that the gas channels of the present invention may be used with any multi-cell battery and with any battery chemistry. In the embodiments shown, the gas channels are used in a multi-cell battery that also includes coolant channels. However, this does not have to be the case. The gas channels may be used in battery module configurations that do not include coolant channels.

[0145] FIG. 16B shows the intercell connectors 1700 which can be used to electrically couple one of the electrochemical cells to another. The same FIG. 16B shows positive and negative battery terminals 1710. An embodiment of a battery terminal 1710 (that may be used for either a positive or negative battery terminal) is shown in FIGS. 17A,B,C. FIG. 17A is a three dimensional view of the battery terminal 1710 having a longitudinal axis “A.” FIG. 17B is a cross-sectional view of the battery terminal parallel to the longitudinal axis. FIG. 17C is a cross-sectional view of the battery terminal perpendicular to its longitudinal axis.

[0146] As shown in FIG. 17B, the battery terminal includes protruding portions 1720 and recessed portions 1730. The battery terminal is preferably molded into the battery case (that is, the material of the battery case is preferably molded about the battery terminal). The terminals may be molded into the side walls, end walls or bottom of the battery case (where the side wall, end wall and bottom form the battery container portion of the battery case). The terminals may even be molded into the lid of the battery case. In the embodiment of the invention shown in FIG. 16B, the terminals 1710 are molded into the end walls 1615. That is, the material that forms the end walls 1615 is molded about the terminals 1710.

[0147] The protruding portions 1720 and recessed portions 1730 are oriented and arranged so as to prevent the movement of the battery terminal 1710 along its longitudinal axis. In the embodiment shown that each of the protruding portions 1710 and each of the recessed portions 1720 extends outward about the center longitudinal axis of the battery terminal. It is noted that any protruding portion or any recessed portion which is appropriately oriented to prevent movement parallel to the longitudinal axis after it is molded into place.

[0148] Also, referring to FIG. 17C, it is seen that the battery terminal 1710 has a protruding portion 1720 that has a hexagonal cross section. The hexagonal cross section prevents the battery terminal 1710 from rotating about its center axis after the terminal 1710 has been molded into place. It is noted that the hexagonal cross section may be replaced by any polygonal cross section that will also prevent the terminal from rotating about its center axis. More generally, it is possible that the polygonal cross section be replaced with any non-circular cross sectional shape that will prevent the battery terminal from rotating about its longitudinal axis.

[0149] Preferably, the battery terminal in made from a conductive material. More preferably, the battery terminal is made from a metal. Preferably, the battery terminal comprises at least one element selected from the group consisting of Cu and Ni. Examples of metals which may be used include at least one metal selected from the group consisting of nickel, nickel alloy, copper, copper alloy, copper or copper alloy...
plated with nickel or nickel alloy, steel, steel plated with nickel or nickel alloy. Preferably, the terminals are made so that they substantially lack the element Pb (lead). Hence, preferably, the terminals are made so that they lack either lead metal or lead alloy. The battery case is preferably made of a polymeric material such as a plastic that can be molded about the terminals.

Another embodiment of a battery terminal of the present invention is shown in FIG. 18A. The battery terminal 1800 shown in FIG. 18A is a flag-shaped terminal that has a substantially horizontal portion 1810 that connects to an electrochemical cell within a battery container. The flag-shaped terminal 1800 also has a substantially vertical portion 1820 that is used to connect the battery to either another battery or to an external load. The cross-sectional view shown in FIG. 18A is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the horizontal portion 1820. FIG. 18B is another cross-sectional view of the terminal shown in FIG. 18A. The cross-sectional view as shown in FIG. 18B is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the horizontal portion 1820. FIG. 18C shows how battery terminal 1800 fits into an end wall 1615 of a battery container. As noted, FIG. 18B shows a cross-sectional view of horizontal portion of the battery terminal perpendicular to its longitudinal axis. In the embodiment shown, the cross section of the horizontal portion is oval. The oval shape prevents the terminal from rotating about its horizontal longitudinal axis. The oval shape may be replaced by any other non-circular shape such as any polygon.

It is noted that the battery terminal of the present invention may be used in combination with any battery case. The battery case may be for a single electrochemical cell (in which case the battery is a single electrochemical cell). The battery case may be for a multi-cell battery (in which case the battery comprises a plurality of electrochemical cells). The battery case may serve as a common pressure vessel of all of the electrochemical cells. In addition, it is possible that the battery terminal be used with all types of batteries including prismatic, cylindrical, flat wound, etc.

Generally, the electrolyte used in the battery of the present invention may be any aqueous or nonaqueous electrolyte. An example of a nonaqueous electrochemical cell is a lithium-ion cell which uses intercalation compounds for both anode and cathode and a liquid organic or polymer electrolyte. Aqueous electrochemical cells may be classified as either "acidic" or "alkaline". An example of an acidic electrochemical cell is a lead-acid cell which uses lead dioxide as the active material of the positive electrodes and metallic lead, in a high-surface area porous structure, as the negative active material. Preferably, the electrochemical cell of the present invention is an alkaline electrochemical cell. The alkaline electrolyte may be an aqueous solution of an alkaline hydroxide. Preferably, the alkaline electrolyte includes an aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide, lithium hydroxide or mixtures thereof. The alkaline electrolyte may be a mixed hydroxide of potassium and lithium hydroxide.

Generally, the positive and negative active materials used in the battery of the present invention may be any type of active battery materials used in the art. Examples of positive electrode materials are powders of lead oxide, lithium cobalt dioxide, lithium nickel dioxide, lithium nickel oxide, lithium manganese oxide compounds, lithium vanadium oxide compounds, lithium iron oxide, lithium compounds, and transition metal oxides, manganese dioxide, zinc oxide, nickel oxide, nickel hydroxide, manganese hydroxide, copper oxide, molybdenum oxide, carbon fluoride, etc. Preferably, the positive active material is a nickel hydroxide material. Examples of negative electrode materials include metallic lithium and like alkali metals, alloys thereof, alkali metal absorbing carbon materials, zinc, cadmium hydroxide, hydrogen absorbing alloys, etc. Preferably, the active negative electrode material is a hydrogen absorbing alloy. It is within the spirit and intent of this invention that any hydrogen absorbing alloy can be used. Hence, in a preferable embodiment of the present invention, each electrochemical cell is a nickel-metal hydride cell comprising negative electrodes including hydrogen storage materials as the active material, and positive electrodes including nickel hydroxide active material.

Hence, in an embodiment of the present invention, the battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery. Hence, an embodiment of the battery of the present invention may thus operate at pressures of at least the standard operating pressures of a sealed nickel-metal hydride battery. This may vary depending upon the actual hydrogen storage alloys, nickel hydroxide materials used as the active materials. In one embodiment of the invention, the battery may operate at a peak pressure of at least 10 psi, preferably at a peak pressure of at least 25 psi and more preferably at a peak pressure of at least 50 psi. In another embodiment of the invention, the battery may operate at peak pressures up to about 140 psi. Hence, it is preferable that an embodiment of the battery case should be able to withstand peak operating pressures from about 10 psi to about 140 psi. Of course, the battery and battery case of the present invention are not limited to such operating pressures.

The battery case of the present invention, which includes the walls, the bottom, the lid and the partitions, is preferably formed of a non-conductive material. Examples of materials which may be used include, but not limited to polymeric materials such as plastics as well as certain ceramic materials.

While the present invention has been described in conjunction with specific embodiments, those of normal skill in the art will appreciate the modifications and variations that may be made without departing from the scope and the spirit of the present invention. Such modifications and variations are envisioned to be within the scope of the appended claims.

We claim:

1. A multi-cell battery comprising:
   a battery case comprising one or more partitions dividing the interior of said case into a plurality of compartments; and
   a plurality of electrochemical cells, each of said electrochemical cells disposed within a cell compartment of said case; and
   wherein said battery case further includes a gas channel positioned in a direction above the cell compartment and a gas vent, said gas channel having a tortuous flow path in fluid communication with said gas vent, said gas channel defined at least by a wall and a plurality of lower spaced ribs extending from the wall and a plurality of upper spaced ribs extending from the wall, said upper spaced ribs positioned substantially above the lower spaced ribs in said direction above the cell compartment, the wall having a plurality of holes therethrough, each of said holes being in fluid communication with a cell compartment and said gas channel.
2. The battery of claim 1, wherein said gas channel is integral with a wall of said case.

3. (canceled)

4. The battery of claim 1, wherein said gas channel is integral with a side of said case.

5. The battery of claim 1, wherein said gas channel is integral with a top of said case.

6. The battery of claim 1, wherein said tortuous flow path is a zig-zag flow path.

7. The battery of claim 1, wherein said electrochemical cells are nickel-metal hydride electrochemical cells.

8. The battery of claim 1, wherein said electrochemical cells are alkaline electrochemical cells.

9. The battery of claim 1, wherein said tortuous flow path is formed by a staggered arrangement of said upper and lower spaced ribs.

10. The battery of claim 1, wherein said gas channel transports cell gas from each of said cell compartments to said gas vent.

11. The battery of claim 1, wherein said battery case serves as a common pressure vessel for said electrochemical cells.

12. The battery of claim 1, wherein said battery case comprises a polymer.

13-31. (canceled)

32. The battery of claim 1, wherein an opening in one of said partitions provides said fluid communication between said cell compartment and said tortuous flow path of the gas channel.

33. The battery of claim 32, wherein said opening is a hole in said partition.

34. The battery of claim 33, wherein said partition further includes a groove.

35. The battery of claim 32, further comprising a tub area adjacent said cell compartment, said tub area in fluid communication with the cell compartment.

36. The battery of claim 1, further comprising a second gas channel.

37. The battery of claim 1, wherein formation of said gas channel includes a wall of said battery case.

38. The battery of claim 37, wherein said gas channel is an integral portion of a wall cover.

39. The battery of claim 1, further comprising a lid, said gas channel being an integral portion of said lid.

40. The battery of claim 1, further comprising a coolant channel positioned about a portion of at least one of said cell compartments.

41. The battery of claim 40, wherein at least one of said partitions includes said coolant channel.

42. The battery of claim 41, wherein said partition is insertable.

43. The battery of claim 1, wherein one of said partitions is an insertable partition.

44. The battery of claim 1, further comprising a membrane.

45. The battery of claim 44, wherein said membrane is a hydrophobic membrane.

46. The battery of claim 41, wherein said at least one of said partitions is formed from comprises a plurality of pieces.

* * * * *